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Objective: The aims were to compare outcome variables in children with gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) and one Nissen 
fundoplication to children with redo fundoplications and define the pediatric redo population.

Methods: After IRB approval (#5100277), a case control study was conducted of children younger than 18 years, from two children’s 
hospitals, with one Nissen fundoplication (control group) or a redo performed between January 1995 and March 2011. Complete data 
were collected by phone calls to caregivers in December 2012. Only redo operations performed after recurrence of GERD symptoms 
and wrap herniation into the mediastinum confirmed by contrast radiograph were included. To define the redo population, variables 
present before initial fundoplication, and outcome variables identified in December 2012, were compared. Continuous variables were 
analyzed by t-tests and categorical variables by chi-square tests. Logistic regression evaluated variable independence. 

Results: The families of 212 children were contacted (54% male), 181 had one fundoplication (85.4%) and 31 had redos (14.6%). The 
median follow-up time for controls was 3.6 years (range: 0.9-16 years). The median time to first redo was 17 months (range: 1-108 
months) and to second redo for 3/31 (9.7%), it was 32.5 months (range: 23-69 months). A significantly greater number with redos, 
could not feed orally prior to undergoing their first Nissen fundoplication (p=0.003). At follow-up evaluation, children with redos had 
significantly more hospital admissions for pneumonia (p=0.02), vomiting and retching (p=0.01), gastrojejunal feeding tubes (p=0.01) 
and wrap herniation on contrast radiograph (p=0.01). Logistic regression revealed vomiting, OR: 3.4 (95% CI: 1.4-8.3) and retching, 
OR: 3.8 (95% CI: 1.6-9.2) were independently associated with the redo population.

Conclusion: At follow-up evaluation, vomiting and retching are independent factors that define the redo population. Significantly 
more children with redos are fed by gastrojejunal feeding tubes because the redo fails to control their GERD symptoms.
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Introduction
Children with complications of gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) frequently undergo Nissen fundoplication. There is 
significant heterogeneity among pediatric GERD studies [1]. Surgical treatment for GERD is reported to improve quality of 
life, especially for neurologically impaired children [2,3]. Despite initial symptomatic relief, however, the incidence of redo 
operation after fundoplication is reported between 1.7 and 18 percent [3-6]. Little is known about the outcome for children with 
GERD that require a redo fundoplication. The aims of this study were to compare outcome variables in children with one Nissen 
fundoplication for gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) to those with redo operations, define the pediatric redo population 
and make clinical recommendations.

After Institutional Review Board approval (5100277), a case control study was conducted of children younger than 18 years, from 
two children’s hospitals, with Nissen fundoplications performed between January 1995 and March 2011. Variables for children 
with redo Nissen fundoplications were compared to those with one Nissen fundoplication to control their GERD symptoms 
(control group). 

List of abbreviations: GERD: Gastroesophageal reflux disease; ALTE: Acute life threatening event; BMI: Body mass index; UGI: upper 
gastrointestinal; GJ: Gastrojejunal
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GERD Diagnosis
Prior to undergoing initial fundoplication, all included children had failure of medical management and GERD complications 
such as failure to thrive, pneumonia or acute life threatening events (ALTEs). Surgeons made the decision for initial fundoplication 
according to center specific practice and the identification of clinical complications of GERD [7]. All included children had an 
upper gastrointestinal (UGI) contrast radiograph prior to their first fundoplication and 7 (3%) had a hiatus hernia. There were 39 
endoscopies and 13 (33%) revealed esophagitis on biopsy. There were 60 esophageal pH monitoring studies, all were positive. At 
present, no single diagnostic study determines the severity of reflux in children [8]. 

Prior to redo fundoplication, all included children had recurrent GERD symptoms not responding to medical therapy and wrap 
transmigration on contrast radiograph.

Variables

Children with congenital diaphragmatic hernia or esophageal atresia were excluded. GERD is identified in up to half of children 
with either diagnosis and many undergo antireflux surgery, including more redo operations. Both have respiratory symptoms and 
failure to thrive that may or may not be attributable to GERD. Because GERD is diagnosed so frequently and the pathophysiology 
may differ, these diagnoses were excluded in order to limit comorbidities and strengthen the results with a more uniform cohort 
[9].

Variables identified prior to the initial Nissen fundoplication were: birth weight, gestational age, body-mass index (BMI)/weight-
length z-score, age at first fundoplication, gender, neurological impairment, gestational age below 33 weeks, pneumonia, acute life 
threatening events (ALTEs), retching, failure to feed orally, congenital cardiac defects and chromosomal anomalies. 

Children were considered neurologically impaired if irreversible brain damage existed prior to the initial fundoplication. 
Information was obtained from magnetic resonance imaging studies, head ultrasounds, hospital and clinic records. The BMI/
weight-length z-scores were considered to reflect the nutritional status of the patients [10]. The World Health Organization (WHO) 
weight/length z-scores were used to compare growth for children below two years of age and BMI z-scores for children above two 
years of age [11]. Children considered to have pneumonia had infection specific to the lungs and a chest radiograph consistent 
with pneumonia. Acute life-threatening events were defined as episodes characterized by a combination of apnea, color change, 
and a marked change in muscle tone, choking, or gagging [12]. Retching was defined as “a strong involuntary unproductive effort 
to vomit [13].” Children that could not feed orally were fed by gastrostomy or gavage feeding prior to fundoplication.

Follow-up Evaluation
Follow-up data were collected from hospital and clinic records to evaluate the status of the fundoplication at study end for survivors 
or at death for mortalities. Phone calls were made to assess the current state of health for children in December 2012 and collect 
outcome data. The cause of death was recorded from the hospital death summary. Only children with upper gastrointestinal (UGI) 
contrast radiographs at the time of follow-up evaluation were included. The results were reviewed for all 212 included children.
Outcome variables collected were: hospital admissions for pneumonia, vomiting, retching, state of fundoplication on UGI contrast 
radiographs, use of gastro-jejunal (GJ) feeding tube, laparotomies for adhesive bowel obstruction, ALTEs, a requirement for 
esophageal dilations, administration of anti-GERD medications at the time of follow-up phone call, and mortalities. Anti-GERD 
medications were defined as administration of H2-receptor antagonists or proton pump inhibitors [14]. The BMI weight/length 
z-scores at one year after fundoplication and at final follow-up evaluation were recorded.

Surgery
The operative technique of Nissen fundoplication, laparoscopic or open laparotomy, was reviewed and recorded for each case. 
In all, a standard Nissen fundoplication technique was performed and included takedown of the short gastric vessels, reduction 
of the stomach below the diaphragm, dissection and excision of any hernia sac, and closure of the crural defect posteriorly. A 
360-degree fundal wrap was performed around the lower esophagus over a bougie dilator to ensure the wrap was loose. The wrap 
was secured to the diaphragm on each side of the crura [15].

Analysis
Variables were compared using t-tests for continuous and chi-square tests for categorical variables. Logistic regression evaluated 
for independence of variables and were expressed as odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals. A p-value less than 0.05 was 
considered significant. Means were expressed +/- standard deviation and medians were expressed with ranges. 

The families of 212 children were contacted (53.8% male), 181 had one fundoplication (85.4%) and 31 had redos (14.6%) (Figure 
1). The median follow-up time for the cohort was 3.4 years (range: 0.5-16 years) (mean: 4.1 +/- 2.9 years). The median follow-
up time for controls was 3.6 years (range: 0.9-16 years) (mean: 4.3 +/- 3.0 years). The median time to first redo was 17.0 months 
(range: 1-108 months) (mean: 31.5 +/- 34.4 months). The median time to second redo after the first redo for 3/31(9.7%) was 32.5 

Results
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months (range: 23-69 months) (mean: 41.5 +/- 24.3 months). One had a third redo five years after the second redo complicated by 
incarceration of small bowel in a para-esophageal hernia. 

During the follow-up period, 17/212 children (8.0%) died. All deaths were due to respiratory failure from pneumonia at a median 
of 8.5 months (range: 14 days – 109 months) (mean: 19.4 +/- 46 months). The median time to death in the 3/17 (17.6%) with redos 
was 31 months, range: 8.5 - 41 months (mean: 27 +/- 17 months). All underwent only one redo operation. 

Variable Cohort¹
(212)

No Redo
(181)

Redo
(31)

p²

Birth weight (kg) 2.5 (1.8) 2.4 (1.0) 2.8 (1.0) 0.28

Gestational age (weeks) 35.6 (5.1) 35.4 (5.2) 36.4 (4.4) 0.30

BMI weight/length z-score -1.08 (2.0) -1.04 (2.1) -1.11 (2.1) 0.87

Age at first fundo (months) 30.8 (40.1) 32.7 (51.6) 22.2 (35.1) 0.08

n (%) n (%) n (%) p³

Gender (Male) 114 (54) 96 (53) 18 (58) 0.60

Neurologic impairment 137 (65) 115 (64) 22 (71) 0.42

Gestation <33 weeks 56 (26) 50 (28) 6 (19) 0.33

Pneumonia 52 (25) 42 (23) 10 (32) 0.28

ALTEs 39 (18) 31 (17) 8 (26) 0.26

Retching 111 (52) 95 (53) 16 (52) 0.93

Cannot feed orally 98 (46) 76 (42) 22 (71) 0.003

Congenital cardiac defects 50 (24) 43 (24) 7 (23) 0.87

Chromosomal anomalies 74 (35) 66 (36) 8 (26) 0.25

¹Mean and standard deviation.  Complete cohort used for calculations
²Student t-test
³Pearson chi-square test
Table 1: Variables present before first fundoplication

Factors present before the initial fundoplication in children with and without redo Nissen fundoplication, analyzed by univariate 
analysis are presented in Table 1. There was a trend to statistical significance for younger patients to require a redo (p=0.08). The 
incidence of neurological impairment was similar for children with and without redos. However, a significantly greater number 
with redos, could not feed orally prior to undergoing their first Nissen fundoplication (p=0.003). No other variables identified 
prior to initial Nissen fundoplication were significant. 

Figure 1: Time to redo Nissen fundoplication and distribution of gastro-jejunal (GJ) feeding tubes at final follow-up
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Outcome variables for children with and without redos were analyzed by univariate analysis (Table 2). During the follow-up 
period, children with redo fundoplications had significantly greater hospital admissions for pneumonia (p=0.02) and symptoms 
of vomiting and retching (p=0.01). A significantly greater number with redos had wrap herniation on UGI radiographs (p=0.01), 
were fed by GJ feeding tubes (p=0.01) and more frequently required a laparotomy for adhesive bowel obstruction (p=0.04). 

The children who required laparotomy for obstruction were otherwise similar with 3/181 (1.7%) occuring after initial fundoplication 
and 3/31 (9.7%) after redo operation. In each group, two of the initial fundoplications were laparoscopic and one was open.

Variable Cohort (212)1 No Redo (181) Redo (31) p²

Pneumonia admissions 39 (18) 28 (16) 11 (36) 0.02

Vomiting 37 (18) 23 (13) 14 (45) 0.01

Retching 39 (18) 24 (13) 15 (48) 0.01

Gastrojejunal feeding tube 14 (7) 4 (2) 10 (32) 0.01

Bowel obstruction laparotomy 6 (3) 3 (2) 3 (10) 0.04

ALTEs 31/191 (16) 23 (12) 8 (26) 0.77

Dilations 3 (1) 2 (1.1) 1 (3) 0.37

anti-GERD medications 99 (47) 80 (44) 19 (61) 0.19

Death 17 (8) 14 (8) 3 (10) 0.71

BMI weight/length z score3 p4

At first fundoplication -1.08 (2.0) -1.04 (2.1) -1.11 (2.1) 0.87

One year after fundoplication -0.14 (1.9) -0.22 (1.8) -0.03 (2.2) 0.19

At final evaluation -0.21 (1.9) -0.18 (1.9) -0.53 (1.9) 0.35
1(%) 
2Pearson chi-square 
3Mean and standard deviation. Complete cohort used for calculations unless indicated by a different denominator  
4Student t-test
Table 2:  Outcome variables identified on follow-up evaluation after fundoplication

At final follow-up evaluation, 8/181 (4%) without redos, had an asymptomatic wrap herniation on UGI radiographs. The wrap 
was intact in the remainder. 
The majority of the cohort (99/212) (47%) received anti-GERD medications at study end. The incidence rose to 19/31 (61%) for 
those with redos but was not significantly higher (p=0.19). No other outcome variables were significant. Body mass index/weight-
length z-scores increased for the cohort at one year after fundoplication, and final evaluation, but no significant differences were 
observed.   
Logistic regression revealed vomiting, OR: 3.4 (95% CI: 1.4-8.3) and retching, OR: 3.8 (95% CI: 1.6-9.2) were independently 
associated with the redo population.
For children without redos, 83% (150/181) of parents contacted stated that GERD symptoms improved after fundoplication and 
they would proceed with fundoplication again compared to only 17% (5/31) of parents of children ith redos (p= 0.01). 

Discussion
In this series of children with GERD undergoing one fundoplication or redo operation at a median of 3.4 years follow-up, the 
incidence of redo is 14.6% at a median of 17 months after the first operation. Ten percent with one redo undergo a second redo 
within three years. Others report similar failure rates between 12.5 and 20%, and the rate increases in redos [3-6].
Similar to previous reports, vomiting and retching are independently associated with redo operation [16]. A significant number 
of children with redos are fed by gastrojejunal feeding tubes because surgery fails to address their feeding difficulties. They have 
significantly more hospital admissions for pneumonia. 
Reports conflict regarding the association between neurologic impairment and redo operation [16,17]. Neurologic impairment 
alone does not increase the risk of redo [16]. The impairment, however, appears more profound in the redo population because 
children that will require redos are younger and most cannot feed orally. Profound impairment with spasticity at initial GERD 
presentation may predispose to vomiting and retching, early surgical consultation, tension on the wrap and eventual wrap failure.

In children with one fundoplication, phone calls to parents confirm GERD symptoms are controlled and 83% are satisfied with the 
operation. For those with redo fundoplications, satisfaction plummets to 17%. Parents of the redo population indicate they would 
not proceed with fundoplication again. 

Phone calls confirm the majority of the cohort receives anti-GERD medications at a median of 3.6 years follow-up evaluation. The 
redo population consumes the most [18]. Prescriptions are administered by ancillary physicians, therefore indications, symptoms, 
exact date of prescription and compliance are unknown. This information may promote more informed preoperative discussions 
in that surgery does not always ameliorate symptoms or feeding difficulties.
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The retrospective method is a limitation of this study. Some children may be lost to follow-up if they are not seeking treatment. 
However, the median follow-up for the control group exceeds the redos, which decreases the likelihood of missed cases. Surgeons 
perform fundoplication based on clinical criteria and center specific practice. [1,7,8,19] To strengthen the analysis in this study, 
however, all included children have an UGI contrast study at follow-up evaluation. Only those who fail medical therapy and have 
wrap herniation on contrast radiograph prior to redo are included as redo fundoplications. The large multicenter cohort, and the 
fact that parents are directly contacted, counter balance the retrospective limitations.

The redo population is defined by continued vomiting and retching and redo operation is performed at a median of 17 months. 
After such early recurrence, one questions whether to proceed with a redo. Spastic, neurologically-impaired children with vomiting 
and retching, may benefit from the administration of Baclofen for symptom relief, before considering repeat operations [20]. 
Surgical options such as esophageal replacement, esophago-gastric dissociation or Roux-Y jejunal feeding tubes are reasonable 
options [21]. Gastrojejunal feeding tubes are a conservative option if surgical risks are unacceptable and are widely used [22].
Until specific investigations are instituted for all children suspected of GERD, both before initial fundoplication and at evaluation 
for wrap failure, questions will persist regarding fundoplication outcomes [1]. Similar to others, we found mortality after one 
fundoplication or redo is due to pneumonia and respiratory failure [23]. The redo population has a significantly higher incidence 
of admissions for pneumonia. Many attribute this to oropharyngeal dyscoordination, but videofluoroscopic swallowing studies 
are not routine [24].

To clarify surgical indications, we recommend identification of clinical complications of GERD from a detailed history [1,7,24]. 
Many surgeons consider that no single study diagnoses GERD. Children frequently undergo surgery for unclear indications, a 
consideration which our study supports [1,7,8]. We recommend a complete evaluation prior to proceeding with initial or redo 
fundoplication, including pH probe studies, endoscopy, contrast radiographs and videofluoroscopic swallowing studies [23,24]. 
This information may promote better selection of surgical options and inform discussions regarding prognosis, particularly in the 
redo population.
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